PEEL Ply

An indispensable constituent of any building; residential or
commercial, affordable homes or a lavish mansion is this
evergreen product called wood. Solid Wood, as a hardwood is
replete with limitations that render it unfit for the most detailed,
intricate works of art in interior decor. This is where Plywood
makes its grand entry. But using just any other Plywood wouldn’t
give the healing touch.
And thus the Indian market saw the advent of a brand called
PEEL Ply which is a Gold Standard to not just plywood but also
other wooden needs such as block boards, Veneers and Flexible
Ply. To appreciate their worth, we need to dive deeper into each
of these categories and the transformation they can bring about
in the luxurious interiors which demand precision and skill.

PEEL Ply PLYWOOD:

The no compromise plywood
PEEL Ply plywood is a single sheet veneer with a max
face thickness of 1.2mm made of high quality Burmese
Gurjan wood bound with high performance adhesive. PEEL
Ply plywood with its high strength makes it a material of
substance for paneling or framing high end interior stud
walls. By the virtue of being high graded plywood, they also
bring life to walls when painted or stained. If a lavish house
is a paint canvas then grand furniture’s of PEEL Ply Plywood
are the color to the plain canvas. High flexibility and its
resistance to moisture, chemicals alongside a good fire rating
and strength make it possible for PEEL Ply Plywood to be
used in any piece of wooden art; custom build dressers, rich
wardrobes, immaculately designed shelves, bookcases for
voracious readers, console tables etc. If you believe in “Art is

where the Kitchen is “then Voila! You have found the perfect
recipe to stunning kitchen cabinets.

PEEL Ply BLOCK BOARD:

High strength is written on this board
PEEL Ply’s block boards are manufactured using Burmese
Gurjan timber. The technology of alternate join battens
inside, ensure zero gaps and provide excellent strength
and durability to the finished product. The reddish tinge of
Gurjan wood adds a natural earthy tone to any of its end
product. With fewer tendencies to sag or bend, Block Boards
are preferred for applications where long pieces of wood
are required. Thus, an elaborate, intricately carved door is
a marvel of a PEEL Ply block board. PEEL Ply’s block board
aren’t just limited to doors but charm their ways into modern
kitchen cabinets, shelves, long tables, benches, partitions,
bed frames and more. In a nutshell, if it’s chunky and long
piece of wooden grandeur, then it has to be PEEL Ply block
boards.

PEEL Ply FLEXI PLY:

Flexing its might to make complex
designs a reality
Ever wondered how niche and unique architectural and
interior designs flaunt their curves? Flexible plywood is the
secret behind curved columns, arches and any residential or
commercial furniture that is a departure from straight lines.
The beauty of flexible plywood lies in its ability to hold its
shape without any additional support or structure when glued,
laminated or veneered. This makes the most complex, unique
architectural and interior designs a possibility.

PEEL Ply VENEERS:

A must have accessory
for exceptional interiors
Wood Veneer is a design professional’s ideal tool in creating
exceptional interior statements that aren’t just a feast for
your eyes but stand out even when you scratch beneath the
surface. PEEL Ply’s exotic veneers from around the world are
individualistic with every veneer adding different character
in the arena of interior design. Whether it is the customary
celebrity closets for an opulent look or a sleek looking lobby
resplendent with custom furniture or even the magnificent
doors and windows that scream regal, PEEL Ply’s veneers
has the answer for immense design possibilities. If out of the
box is what you crave for, then accessories like light fixtures,
accent furniture paces or even ultra-modern gorgeous
wooden rugs are few choices to opt for.
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